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Enhancing the IMS QTI to
.Better Support Computer
Assisted Marking
Damien Clark, Central Queensland University, Australia
Penny Baillie-de Byl, University of Southern Queensland, Australia

ABSTRACT
Computer aided assessment is a common approach used by educational institutions. The benefits range into the design of teaching, learning, and instructional materials. While some such
systems implementfully automated markingfor multiple choice questions andfill-in-the-blanks,
they are insufficient when human critiquing is required. Current systems developed in isolation
have little regard to scalability and interoperability between courses, computer platforms, and
learning management systems. The IMS Global Learning Consortium:SO open specifications for
interoperable learning technology lack fonctionality to make it useful for computer assisted
marking. This article presents an enhanced set of these standards to address the issue.
Keywords:

assessment; computer aided assessment; computer assisted marking; distance
education; educational technology; internet-based technology; interoperable
learning technology; rubrics; technological innovations; xml

INTRODUCTION
Computer aided assessment (CAA), one of
the recent trends in education technology, has .
become common-place in educational institutions as part of delivering course materials,
particularly ,for large classes. This has been
driven by many factors, such as:
The need to reduce educational staffworkloads (Dalziel, 2000; Jacobsen & Kremer,
2000; Jefferies, Constable et aI., 2000;

Pain & Heron, 2003; Peat, Franklin et aI.,
2001);
A push formoretimely feedbackto students
(Dalziel, 2001; Jefferies, Constable eta1.,
2000; Merat & Chung, 1997; Sheard &
Carbone, 2000; Woit & Mason, 2000);
Reduction in educational material developmentand delivelY costs (Jefferies,
Constable et al., 2000; Muldner & Currie,
1999); and,
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• . . TI~e proliferation of oniine education sessment types and can oftenrequire,significarit.
(Wh~te, 2000). · · t i m eto develop the model solution. In addition,·';'
most of the automated functionality examines
Internet~basedtechl1ologies inCAAcan be students' solutions against model solutions. This,:.
bi'oadly categorised into the following system may lead t6 issues l'elating to marking quality'
types: online. quiz systems, fully automated when it is impossible for the assessment creator
'
. marking, and semiautomatedlcomputer assisted . ,to identi1}r all possible solutions.
.. The last approach is the use of semiautomarking systertis:The most common fortnof
CAA,online quizzes, typically consist ofmul~ mated or computer assisted marking (CAM).
'iiple choiCeqiIestions (MCQ) (11v):8,2000); as This is a compromise between online quiz and
they can be automatically marked. Yet, there is fully automated systems. CAM assists with
much conjecture onthe effectiveness ofMCQs, the reduction of poor marker consistency and·
particularly in the assessment ofBloom 's higher the quantity and quality of feedback in mark~
learning outcomes (1956) such as analysis, syn- ing team situations. By using CAM, many of
thesis, and evaluation (Davies, 200 1). This limits' the laborious and repetitive tasks associated
with marking can be automated (Baillie~de,
th~ scope by which a student's abilities can be
By
I, 2004), resulting in more timely retllius
assessed. Short response and essay type questo
students.
CAM describes systems that have
tions are commonly used to assess the higher
some
components
of the marking process auorder skills of Bloom's taxonomy., Still, these
types ofassessments are time consuming to mark tomated, but ,still require at least some human
interpretation and analysis to assign grades.
manually (Davies, 2001; White, 2000).
A more ambitious approach to CAA For example, CAM systems have been develinvolves the use of fully-automated marking oped to support the routine tasks associated
systems. These can be defined as systems that with marking programming assignments, like
can mark electronically submitted assignments compilation and testing of student submitted
such as essays (Palmer, Williams et aI., 2002) programs (Jackson, 2000; Joy & Luck, 1998).
via online assignment submission management Although allocation of a final grade is the sole
(OASM) (Benford, Burke et aI., 1994; Dar- responsibility of the marker, this determination
byshire, 2000; Gayo, Gil et aI., 2003; Huizinga, 'can be achieved faster, with greater accuracy
2001; Jones & Behrens, 2003; Jones & Jamie- and consistency, by relying on the results of
son, 1997; Mason & Woit, 1999; Roantree & automated tests (Joy & Luck, 1998). In cases
Keyes, 1998; Thomas, 2000; Trivedi, Kar et aI., where hUman interpretation and analysis occurs;
2003), and automatically generate a final grade this is referred to as manual marking.
One example of CAM is implemented in
for the assignment with little to no interaction
with a human marker. The obvious benefit the Classmate system. It is designed to assist
to this approach is the ability to assess some in automating many of the typical laborious.
higher order thinking as per Bloom's Taxonomy tasks associated with marking, such as reh'ieval
(1956) in a compfetely automated manner, and presentation of submissions, feedback and
thus improving marking turn-around times for grade storage, application oflate penalties, and
large classes. Fully automated systems inelude student returns (Baillie-de By], 2004). Other
. MEAGER, which is designed to automatically contributions in this area inelu.de an MS-Word'
mark Microsoft Excel spreadsheets (Hill, 2003), Integrated CAM Template (price & Petre, 1997),
automatic essay marking systems, such as those development of a CAM p'rototype based on
evaluated by Palmer, Williams et aI. (2002),and research into how markers rate programming
English and Siviter's system (2000) designed assignments (Preston & Shackleford, 1999),and·,
to assess student hypertext mark~up language Markin, a commercial CAM product by Creative
(HTML) Web pages, to name a few. Unfortu- Technology (Creative-Technology, 2005).
nately,this approach is not suitable for all as~
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,.On.eofthe :major problenls with. current .. suppcirtJor human intervention arid critiquing.'
. CAM systel'nsisthatmuch'ofthe work is be-" Its' architecture ensures it remains backward'
.ing Ulldertaken by independent or small groups compatible with the existing QTI specification. .•...... .
•. of researchers ·who.·m·e developing systems to . ThiseriSUl:eS existing QTIXMLdocwnents can··.·· .
,: . serVice the rntrticularneeds oftheir courses and be validated against QTlCAM. Furthermore;
institutions, v,iithoutregard fOl" intel'operability.. .' the QTICAM specification allows a mixture of
.' TheIMS globalleamingconsortiUl1l elMS, automatic and manually marked items within;
. 200S} are addressing this problem tJ;rrough the' ·.·thesame assessment The QTICAM provides
production ofopen specificatioilsfor interoper-. improvements to both the ASl binding andRR •.
'a:blelearning technology, ,and have. developed .biudingas outlined in the following sections'.
a well adopted specification (IMS, 2004). The. A more complete description for the IMS QTI
IMS qu~stion& testinteroperability (QTI) spec- ASI (IMS, 2002a), and the IMS QTI RR (lMS, .
ification provides an interoperable standard for . 2002b) can be accessed from the IMS Web site
describing questions and tests using extensible (http://www.imsglobal.org).
.....
mark~up language1 (XML) (IMS, 2000). The
QTl specification is broken down into mUltiple Mark Increments
subspecifications. Two of significance to the The QTI provides scoring variables to track the
research herein are the assessment, 'sections marks' associated with an assessment questiOli
cmditems (ASI) and the results reporting (RR) These scoring variables can be aggregated in
bindings. The ASI binding is used to describe various ways to derive a total score. for the
the materials presented to the student, such as students' work. For example, the XML:
which questions, called items, form part of an
assessment, how they are marked, how scores <decvar varname="SCORE"
vartype="lnteger"
are aggregated, and so forth. The RR binding
minvalue="O"
is responsible for describing students' results
maxvalue="10">
following completion of the marking process.
A major focus of the design for the QTI
to date has been to support the interoperability declares a variable with <decvar>2 called SCORE
of online quiz systems. These systems are typi- to store a result. In this case, the result is recally fully automated and require little hUl1lan stricted to a whole nUl1lber (decimal) between
intervention. Thus, the QTI lacks specific func- and inclusive of the values 0 and 10.
This current format, while dictating sonie
tionality for online systems providing student
bOUl1daries
for a marker, does not restrict the
assessment that relies heavily on human intermarker
from
using their own part~markil1g
. ventionand critiquing. By enhancing the IMS
scheme
between
the minimum and maximUl1l
QTl specification to better support CAM, tools
values.
The
QTICAM
provides the increment
can become interoperable, such that assessment
attribute
to
address
this
issue. For example, if
materials can be exchanged between CAM
.the
previous
result
should
only be marked in
systems in the same way as quiz question banks
increments
of2,
the
XML
would
be:
'can between online quiz systems. The research·
,. presented in this paper introduces the QTICAM
<decvar varname="SCORE"
specification. addressing the shortcomings of
..
vartype="lnteger"
the IMS QTI in support of-CAM.
minvalue="O"
maxvalue="10"

,'''"

·QTI COMPUTER ASSISTED
MARKING SPECIFICATION
The QTI Computer Assisted Marking (QTICAM) specmcation has been designed as an
extension to the lMS QTI to address the lack of

increment="2">

This enhancement provides two advantag·es. ,
Firstly, it improves the consistency in marl<s
within a marking team, ensuring the markers
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<manualscorer>

" adhere to the scbringcriteria,'and secondly, it
"provides clearer 'instructions to an electronic , <name~Damien Clark</name>
".
"marking ,tool as to what values it.can allow as ' <gi;Jneric.:.Jdentifier> ' . '
<identifier'sfririg>clarkd'</identifier string>
" legal scores fora particular question: '.
</gener'j'cjdentifief>
'
, - , ",
. : ... : t .
</manuciiscorer>

'Manual Marker Rubrics

)

. . :r ...... .

. :: ..
, ,.;

.

~ '.

-IiI' addition to expressing the response'process-'
The, <manualscorer> element content re'irig:of ail item in machine'temls, the QTICAM 'usestheexisting <name>, <generic.:.Jdentifi~r>,
,', also supports response'processing for human and <identifier':'string> elements of the Qn RR '
", interpretation'viaa matkingrubric., The <in-specification, which are currently used to de~
terpretitar>3 element structure £i·om the QTI' scribe the student. If an iteril has notyetb~en, "
ASlhas been reused to describe such'marking "marked;therewill beno <manualscorer> element
rubrics within the QTICAMASI. For each <in~ structure, or its contents will be empty.
terpretvar> element, there is a matching scoring
CUlTently, the QTICAM does not support
variable. The scoring variable is llsed to track the recording of multiple markers. Such an
the performance ofthe student against its rubric instance might occur in a peerrevision process
within the <interpretvar:> element. There are no where several markers are assigned the task of:
facilities for recording rubrics within the QTI providing a score forthe same item. The authors
RRforthemarker. Therefore, an <interpretscore> recognise the need for this feature and expect
element has been included in the QTICAM RR to implement it in future revisions.
binding. This is demonstrated in Listing 1, along
with its scoring variable SCORE.
Recording Marker Feedback and
The contents ofthe<interpretscore> element Marks
structure are derived from the <interpretvar> ele- The QTI RR binding provides support for the
ment oftheASI binding. The varname attribute <feedback_displayed> element structure which
defines the scoring variable SCORE with which , identifies feedback already displayed to the'
the <interpretscore> rubric is associated. This student, as a result of automated marking. This
is illustrated at the bottom of Listing 1 using feedback is fixed and prescribed in the ASI
the <score>4 element, highlighted In,bold. The XML when the item is conceived. This further
example is a marking rubric for an IT-related illustrates the focus of the QTI on automated
short response question. Students are asked marking systems. It is not possible for the item
to briefly compare flat and hierarchical dii"ec- author to foresee all potential errors made by ,
tory structures provided by network opera~ing students, and therefore it is necessary to provide
systems.
support for feedback not prescribed within the
item definition (QTIASI). To support this funcRecording the Marker
tion, QTICAM includes the <manualfeedback>
Typically, the·QTI is used to describe objective container element. All feedback and marks are
tests that will be marked by computer. With stored within this structure, as demonstrated
manual marking, it is necessary to record the in Listing 2.
identity ofthe marker for quality control. The
Within <manualfeedback> are <scorefeedallocation of student assessments among, a back> elements. Each <scorefeedback> can congroup of markers can vary. For example, as- tain a feedback cOlinnent «comment», a mark
sessments can be allocated by student or by «score_value» or both. Each <scorefeedback>
individual questions. The QTlCAM therefore is associated one-to-one with a scoring variable,
requires the ability to record the marker of through the varn'ame attribute. This providesan
each individual item. Thus, using QTICAM importlinkage. It allows a comment or mark '
RR XML achieves this:
to be associated with a specific rubric «interpretstore> ). Fmihermore, each <scorefeedback>

,

;.:

;'.

.,.•..
..•. ; .•

"""

:','

"'1:'

o
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.Listingl. ManuahnarkerRubric (QTICAM RR)
•.

".

.

~

.

.:, .

. :.

:."

,.:

.':

\

. ···<interpretscOre.varnarne="SCORE">
<materiallabel="&o/.ution">
. <matemte~t>·. :.; .
A hierarchical directory structure is considerE;!d superior.for enterprise
networking ... '
.
</matemtext>
.. >,.
<matbreakl> .' '.'
<niatemtext>·> .'
A flat direCtory structure is slower and less efficient thana hierarchical
direCtory structure,
</matemtext> .
<matbreak/>
<matemtext>
It is much.harder to find things in a flat directory structure than in a
. hierarchical directory structure.
</matemtext>
</material>
<material>
<maUext>
One mark is allocated for each point above that the student has in their answer.
</maUext>
</material>
<linterpretscore>
<outcomes>
<score varname="SCORE">
<score_value>O</score_value>
<scorejncrement>1</score_increment>
<score_rnin>O</score_min>
<score_max>3</score _max>
</score>

</outcomes>

is also uniquely identified within the scope of
the item through the ident attribute. The ability
to uniquely identify each comment or mark is
described in the following section ..

paper-based submission, providing comments
and marks in proximity of the passages being
addressed. This is achieved in the QTICAM, .
as illustrated in Listing 3.
The solution provided by the student
Linking Feedback and Marks to
already stored within the QTI RR <response_:
· the Student Response
value> element is copied verbathn into the
'Feedback on student assessment is an imp or- <tagged response> element. Next, passages .
. . tant element of the learning process (Da~ziel, .. of the student's response are tagged with the,
· 2001).Anovel approach to improving feedback <tagresponse> element. Recall from Listing 2 .
presentation in CAM systems was investigated each <scorefeedback> element had an ident atby Mason, Woitet aL (1999) where feedback tribute. Listing 3 shows the linkage of this ident
is provided in-ccintext·ofthestudents' submis- . attribute with the <tag response> element's ident
sian, rather than summarised at the end. This is attribute. This linkage is how a comment or
equivalent to the way a marker would assess a
Copyright © 2007, 1Gl Global. Copying or distributing in print or electronic fonns without written pennission of 1GI Global
is prohibited.
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. mark isassociated'in-contextwith the student's
',' response. Therefore, the comment:,.
, One ciutput line transmits the data and the other
transmits the complement of the signal
--,','

.,'

.

from Listing 2 is associated with the student
passage
while RS-422a has two data. output lines. ' '

13 .

,<material..:.presented>
<![CDATA[
" ' . , '.
'<p>lnyour own words briefly compare'
flat and hierarchical directory structures'
provided by NOS. </p>
' ',' ,
ll>
</material_presented>
Useofa CQATN node is recommended
to quote all HTML elements within the <materiatpresented> element as illustrated. Thi~ ,'.
material can be presented to the marker when
marking the students' solutions.
'

from Listing 3.
This <tagged response> feedback can be
presented to the student in various ways. For Recording a Model Solution for an
example, ifpresented in a Web-browser, the ma~ Item
terial within a <tag response> element could be The QTI RR binding provides support for
a hyperlink to a popup window which displays recording the solution to an item through the
the comment or mark. Alternately, amouseover , <correct_response> element. This element is dejavascript event could present the comment signed tojdentify a selectable choice or amodel
or mark when the student places their mouse answer. Unfortunately, this element provides
over the <tag response> area. If the feedback for only a textual value with no fonnatting. To
is to be printed, the comments or marks could improve readability for the manual marker, the
be placed at the start or end of the underlined <solutionmaterial> element is provided in the
<tag response> material. How the material is QTICAM RR binding. The <solutionmaterial>
presented is 1;lP to the iniplementer. The QTI- element is illustrated in Listing 4.
CAM ensures comments or marks are provided
The <solutionmaterial> element incorporates
in-context ofthe student's solution.
the <material>6 elementused throughout the QTI
specification to provide basic formatting ofma~
Recording Question Content
terial for presentation. This allows the question
Presented to the Student
author to provide a model solution to an item
The QTI RR binding does not include support with basic formatting. The solution shown in
for recording the question material that was Listing 4 is for a C programming item.
presented to the student in completion of an
item. To support the manual marking process; QTICAM Implementation
it is advantageous for the marker to see exactly The design of the QTICAM is implementation
what was presented to the student. This provides independent, meaning it does not constrain or
complete context for the student's solution. dictate how a CAM tool shouldbeimplemented.
Furthermore, it is also necessary where pa- It provides the supporting datamodel ofhow m~
rameterised questions are implemented (Clark, terial from a testing system should be exchanged
2004). The QTICAM RR binding provides the for marking. Therefore, an implementation of
<material::..presented> .element. This element , QTICAM could be written in various hmguages. :
should contain all the material that was pre- such as Java, Perl, 01' C++. Furthermore, a CAM,
sented to the student when they attempted the tool could be implemented as an online 01' offquestion, in HTML format. An example of the lineapplication.Forexample, an online marking ,
<materiat_presented> elenient looks like:
. toolwbuldmaintainaconnection withanetwork
server aIi.dexchange QTICAMXMLas required
during marking. In an off-line environment, the
marking tool would download large batches of
Copyright © 2007, 1GI Global. Copying or distributing in print or electronic fonns without written pennission of 1GI Global
is prohibited.
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Listing2. Recording markerfeedback and marks (QTICAM RR)
---

_<manualfeedback>
_
<scorefeedback varname="SCORE" ident="1 ">
<score.:...value>O. 5</score_value>·
</scorefeedback>
<scorefeedback varname="SCORE" ident="2">

:.,'."

i

I

<score...;value>O.5</score_value> "
</scorefeedback:> .
<scorefe~dba6k varname="SCORE'" ident="3;'>
<score~v·aILie>O.5</score_value;· .
</scorefeedback>
<scorefeedback'varname="SCORE" ident="4">
<score_value>1 </score_value>
</scorefeedback>
~scorefeedback varname="SCORE" ident="5">
<score_value>O. 5</score_value>
</scorefeedback>
<scorefeedback varname="SCORE" ident="6">
<comment>
Orie output line transmits the qata and the otlier transmits the complement of
the
.
signal.

",.

;

</comment>
<score_value>O.5</score_value>
</scorefeedback>
<scorefeedback ident="7">
<comment>
Refer to the model solution for other factors you have not considered.

</comment>

.

.

.

</scorefeedback>
</manualfeedback>

. Listing 3. In-context feedback of a student:SO response (QTlCAM RR)
<taggedresponses>
.
<!--The taggedres'ponse is the same as response_value (below) except tagresponse
elements tag parts of it. These will be highlighted in some way when presented back to
the candidate, and the feedback assigned will be shown (perhaps through mouseover or
in another window)-->
<taggedresponse ident_ref="CommQ2"><tagresponse ident="1">RS-232 has a slow
data rate of 19.6 kbps.</tagresponse>.
.
_
<tag response ident="2">lt is <;llso only capable qf distances up to i 5. metres. <I
tag response> . .
<tagresponse ident="3">RS-422a is capable of much faster transfers.</tagresponse>
<tagresponseident="4">RS~232 is unbalanced, while RS-422a is balanced.</
tag response>
.
<tagresponse ident="5">RS-232 has one signal wire</tagresponse>, <tag response
ident="6">while RS-422a has two data output lines.</tagresponse>
<tag response ident="7"1>·
.</taggedresponse>
</taggedrespons'es>

Copyright © 2007, IGl Global. Copying or distributing in print or electronic fonns without writteu pennission of 1Gl Global
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Listing 4. Record ofth'e,niodel solution for an item (QTICAMRR binding)
<solutionmaterial>
<material label="solution">'
,
'
<mattext texttype="textlhtml" xml:space="preserve"><I[CDATA[
<pre>
void replaceAII(char *aString, char *c1, char c2)

{

,

char *ptr;
ptr"; aString;
while{*ptr 1= '\0')

{
if (*ptr = c1)
*ptr = *c2;

}
}
</pre>
ll></mattext>
</material>
</solutionmaterial>

QTICAM XML assessments. This could then
be taken off-line during the marking process.
Off-line inlplementation is ofpalticular benefit
to those with poor bandwidth such as analogue
modem users, or for those with a roaming laptop. Alternately, a hybrid approach could be
implemented where the marking tool supports
both online,and off-line operation.
The following section introduces the
computer assisted marking prototype (CAMP),
which demonstrates the use of the QTICAM
specification.

CAMP: PROTOTYPE MARKING
TOOL
To demonstrate the QTICAM specification at
, work, the CAMP system has 'been developed.
CAMP is aCAM tool implemented in Java. It is
currently a prototype and not'yet optimised for',
complete usability. However, it demonstrates the
features oftheQTICAM specification. CAMP
makes use of the XML document object model
(DOM) application' programming interface
(API)? to manipulate the QTICAM RR XML

containing the material that is to be marked.
It can load multiple RR XML files, which it
stores in memory. As an item is marked, the
changes are kept in memory. Once the marker
clicks the save button, moves onto another item,
or otherwise closes the application down, the
changes in memory are written to their respective XML file.
The CAMP tool supports the following
functions:
The ability to open multiple QTICAM RR
XMLdocuments and display ahierarchical
tree structure, which smnmarises all items
broken down into sections and student assessments.
For each item loaded, it displays:
the material presented .to the studenf;
the student's submission/s;
an optional model soiutiori;
all the marking rubrics;
the student score for the item;
the student score for the assessment;
and

Copyright © 2007, 1GI Global. Copying or distributing in print or electronic fonus without written pennission of 1GI Global
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the. student and marker's ~ames.
The abilityforthe marker to tag passages of
th~ ~tudent's solution and attachieedback
with a comment or mark.
The modification of the comments ;md
"iriarks by click~lg oii'an existing tagged
passage.
The deletion of existing comments and
inarks by clicking on an existing tagged
passage.
The saving of changes back to the XML
file during the marking process.
The flagging of an item as marked when
marking is complete.
Automatic aggregation of marks is suppOlied, totaling scoring variables for rubrics
and item, section and assessment scores. Figme
1 illustrates the process of assigning feedback
to a student's solution using CAMP.
This figure highlights the functionality
provided by the QTICAM: (a) the assessment
question; (b) the marking rubric; (c) the student's
assessable answer where the marker has highlighted the passage more manageable for feedback, before clicking the Add Feedback button
to present the feedback dialog (d). The dialog
allows the marker to assign only a legitimate
mark (0 .5) within the bounds for the item and a
comment: Each part is mo;-e manageable than
the whole. Placing the mouse over the tagged
passage more managable in (c) will display (e),a
popup window showing the recorded feedback
for that passage; and (f) The total score of the
item and Fred Smith's assessment score before
the 0.5 mark was assigned.
To elaborate futher; Figure 1 l?h6w8 that'
the marker has highlighted the passage more
'managable from the student's solution. To
open the dialog box shown in Figure l(d),the
, marker clicks the Add Feedback button. This
, dialog allows the marker to select the rubric to
wbich their comment ormark is associated; On
selecting the required rubric, the marker can
only enter a mark that meets the constraints
of the rubric. For example, the marker cannot
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assign a mark that would push the total for the ",
rubric beyond its upper or lower limits defined
in the QTICAM. Inthis case, the rubric score','
has been' specified with:
<decvar varname="SCORE"
vartype="Decimal"
minvalue="O"
maxvalue="3"

increment="O.5">
It restricts the assigned mark to values'
between 0 and 3 with increments of 0.5. This
improves consistency in the marking andmakes
it quicker for the marker to select a mark. The
, dialog also contains a list of comments (Feedback HistOlJI) made previously by this marker
for the same item answered by other students.
This helps with consistency in feedback and'
efficiency 'In allowing the marker to reuse
comments. On selecting a comment from the
drop down list, it is placed in the Feedback text
area at the bottom of the dialog. The marker
can choose to customise the comment if they
wish. Alternately, the marker can create a new
comment by typing directly into this empty
text area.
On feedback completion, the associated
passage from the student's solution (originally
highlighted by the marker) appears underlined
to indicate it has feedback associated with it,
and the QTICAM RR XML for this item has
changed, as illustrated in Listing 5.
The code presented in bold illustrates the
changes made to the XML file once a marker
has provided feedback using CAMP.
,
When item marking is complete, the
Completed tick box at the bottom of Figure 1
is selected. By forcing the marker to make the
conscious decision to flag an item as complete, ,
this ensures items are not overlooked, when
for example, a marker moves fi'om one item'
to another comparing different students' SOhb
tions. When an item is flagged as ullll1arked; it
is represented in QTICAM RR XML as:' '
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FigureL CAMP: Selecting passage for feedback
~. , :, '" '::.:

..'
VVhy was th6 OSIReferenceMod~'
develope4? VVhy are the layers of the OSlo so
important? .

(a)

The OSI Model was developed to provide
op en interc onnection between hetero genious
systems. It divides the task of network
communication into separate
components.. This makes t!J:e
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ListingS.: QTICAM RR XML: Changes

io XML after addingfeedback

~. J

...•
•

,:<tagg~~responses>.·.· " .,'

,....,. .
'.'
.. .
<taggedresponse idenCref="CommQ1">The OSI Model was developed to provide open.interconnection between. heterogeneous systems. <t<3gresponse ident="1 ">It divides the task of
. network c.ommunicatiol! in'to separateC(lmponents. </tagresponse> This makes the communicationprocess <tagresponse ident="2">more managable</tagresponse>. <tagresponse
ident="3">lt also allows different functions to be implemented by separate entities and yet still
remai~,interoperqble,</tagresp(j,nse>.

<tag response ident~i"4"j>'
</taggedresponse> '. .
</taggedresponses> .
<manualfeedback>
<scorefeedback ident="1" varname="SCORE">
<score_value>O.5</score_value>
. </scorefeedback>
<scorefeedback ident="3" varname="SCORE">
<score_value>O.5</score_value>
</scorefeedback>
<scorefeedback ident="4" varname="SCORE">
<comment>Other points to consider include that each layer is independent and that each
part is more manageable than the whole. The layers are also distinct functions. Good effort. </
comment>
</scorefeedback>
<scorefeedback ident="2" varname="SCORE">
. <comment>Each part is more manageable than the whole.</comment>
<score_value>O.5</score_value>
.
</scorefeedback>

</manualfeedback>

<manualscoring>
<status>
<status_value>Unmarked</status_value>
</status>
</manualscoring>
When a tick is placed in the Completed tick
box, the XML is chi;lnged to:
<manualscoring>
<status>
<status_val ue>Marked</status_val ue>
</status>
</manualstoring>

erarchy has been completely marked, its parent
branch will also be flagged as marked. This is
demonstrated in Figure 2(b).
When sectionPartB is marked, tlus will flag
the entire assessment Sample Multi-discipline
assignment for Fred Smith as marked, in the
same manner. This allows the luarker to see at
a glance what remains to be marked from llieir
allocation of student assessment.

CONCLUSION

QTlCAMis an' enhancement of the IMS QTI
specification aIld provides support for interoperThe markernavigati on windo~, as illustrat- able computer assisted marking. Its functional~
. edinFigure2(a),shows that question CommQ1 .. ityhas been illustrated via llie demonstration
of Section Part A has now been marked.
of CAMP. Features ofllie QTlCAM include:
This window gives a hierarchical view of support for limiting mark increments, inclusion
all student assessments that have been loaded of human readable marking rubrics, ability
into memory. Once aI1 entire branch of the hi- to record the marker for each marked item,
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Figure 2. CAMP:. Navigation window flagging marked items.

.",,'

'Fred Smith (q91234567): Sample Multi-discipliJ:1e assignment

? Id PartA:Communic ' iO'n shorULong Answer Questions

i- F [J16ommQ1i(frl?~{

; ./. D CommQ2
':

D CommQ3
D CommQ4

!

i
'l'

l.•. D CommQ5

(a)

Ll Part B: C Programming
I··· D progQ6
. DProgQ7
D ProgQS

Fred Smith (q91234567): Sample Multi~discipline assignment

.'

q5 P~rtA: Communication ShorULong AnSWerQUestion~
j ••

D CommQ1 (marked)

. D CommQ2 (marked)
, D CommQ3 (marked)

i~·

D CommQ4 (marked)

(b)

~. L5 ErtC:~~~5g:~~~~ind~]~
DProgQ6
DProgQ7
D ProgQS
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. 'recording manual marker feedback includmg
comments and marks, linking marker feedback
:to passages of the students' solutions,record. ·/,iiig the l11atedal jJreserifed.tOtlie' studelit in th~"
. ' ',results repolt, and the ability to recordfolTIlatted
:' niod'el solutions for iteills.
One of the main benefits for markers in the
use of CAM software is increased productivity,
through automation of repetitive mechanical:
tasks (Joy & Luck, 1998). Such benefits include:',
automatic collation ofmarks atthe item, section;'
and assessment levels, and the ability to easily
, reuse feedback conmlents by selecting from a '
list. Another major benefit to CAM software
is improved quality. For exampl~, typically a
marker will, after completion of marking, add,
the marks assigned and record the total on a,
marking sheet. This manual process introduces,
a high risk of error duringthe addition and tran - .,
scription of the marks. Through CAM, marks
cail be coilated and recorded automatically,
eliminating this quality issue. Other benefits
to CAM include:

•

Improved marking consistency: providing
constraints on scoring variables ensures the
markers assign marks consistently within
the scope of the marking rubric
Manual handling of results is eliminated:
results from student assessments can be
automatically uploaded into aLMS reducmg staff workload and errors
.Improved marking feedback: permitting
the marker to' associate feedback with
passages of the student's solution allows
the student to interpret the feedback in the
context of their own work (M!lson, Woit et
aI., 1999)
Potential to automate correction of marking errors across large assessment collections

The QTI CAM specifi cation cUlTently adds
essential SUppOlt to the QTI for computer assistedmarking. Future development will see the
inclusion of advanced featUl'es that will:

, Autoniate late submission penalty application
, Share feedback between multiplenlarkers
,",
, Classify l11arkers 'comments for· .later ,.
analysis'
Automate marking moderation
With the adoption ofan interoperable CAM
specification such as QTICAM, interoperable
CAM applications can be a reality.
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